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r/cracksmokers: This sub is a harm reduction sub for crack cocaine users. Please read the rules before posting. And NO
SOURCING!. Crack maker, Baby Doh, shows how he turns regular cocaine into crack.. Pictured here are baking soda, a
commonly used base in making crack, a metal spoon, a tealight, and a cigarette lighter. The spoon is held over the heat
source .... [Archive] Cooking crack in a spoon Better Living Through. Chemistry(self.Drugs) submitted 1 year ago by [deleted]
[deleted] 50 comments... COOKING COKE.. Half a gram to a gram of good coke (better the product the better the ... Crush
your powder fine and get it on the spoon, fill the spoon with the .... Man Preparing Dose Of cocaine by heating it with lighter in
spoon. Close up. Footage will work great for .... I've tried putting it on a spoon with 1/3rd baking soda, putting enough water to
... pretty sure im just making bicarb/coke paste and burning it in the pipe... i am just .... First I take anywhere from .3-1g of
coke and put about 1/4th that amount of baking soda in the spoon (I take a 100 unit 1ml insulin syrenge and .... Smoking - best
way to make small amounts of coke into crack. Discussion in 'Cocaine. Actually a spoon is used for many that cook cocain e
into .... Making Crack In A Spoon With Baking Soda >> DOWNLOAD (Mirror #1). 51f937b7a3 Cocaine, water, a pinch of
baking soda. Put them all in a .... This is the old school method for making a small amount of crack with no ... grind the cocaine
up to a fine powder then make it a 4 to 1 mix, the baking ... Leave the spoon with the crack rock in it to dry on a window sill in
the sun .... ... addict with lighter and spoon preparing dose of crack cocaine on street or at ... Manicure master in gloves .... Cook
cocaine like they do in the movies!. How to freei mean bake cookies in a spoon. Tek how to make crack on a spoon. Photo
courtesy u.s. drug enforcement .... Crack is made by adding baking soda and water to cocaine and cooking the whole thing,
usually in a spoon. ermingut/Getty Images. Advertisement ... cocaine. Without being too specific, here's what's involved in
making it [source: Gwynne].. Get a spoon and mix 2 -3 parts of cocaine hydrochloride (regular cocaine) to 1 part baking soda in
20 ml of water. (Some say 3-1, others say 2-1: best to start .... Almost everyone I know messed up their first few times cooking
on the spoon ... The crack will still be pure, you'll just get less of it as the impurities don't ... grab a SMALL pinch of baking
soda and just put it in top of the cocaine.. If you want to cook Cocaine Hcl into Crack Cocaine, as a rock, get a large metal
spoon, clean it, put you're powder in there, put in about half a .... Steps on how to cook crack up on the stove? ... How Much
Half Gram Coke; Cook Coke Into Crack ... There will be residue on the spoon.. “In a large metal spoon, combine 1 gram of
cocaine and ½ gram of baking soda. How to cook crack cocaine Follow. Now I can finally realize my dreams of being ....
Making crack in a spoon with baking soda. ... leaves • Baking soda • Measuring cup • Pan Steps and Ingredients to Make Crack
Cocaine 1. 8731c94f7a 
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